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Register Your Warranty
When your new TigerStop arrives, you will find a warranty registration wrapped around the
controller in the accessory box.

Fill out this form and fax it to TigerStop Customer Service at (360) 260-0755.
TigerStop Customer Service will contact you by return fax or by phone to give you the enable
code, within the hour during regular business hours, (360) 254-0661 x238 Mon-Fri 7am~4pm PST
(West Coast), service@tigerstop.com, or the next business day if faxed after 4:00 P.M.
When you get your enable code from TigerStop Customer Service, it's time to enable your
TigerStop!
Your TigerStop warranty begins on the day that your TigerStop is enabled!

To enable your TigerStop…
Fill out the warranty registration form and fax it to TigerStop. Fax 360-260-0755.
TigerStop customer service will give you your machine's enable code.

Turn TigerStop ON

. The switch is on the motor box

.

The screen displays…

You will see the message "Enter enable code" on the top line of the LCD screen, which alternates
with two other messages: "Call TigerStop," and the factory telephone number "(360) 254-0661."
The serial number of your machine is constantly displayed on the bottom line of the screen. When
you enter the enable code, it will REPLACE the serial number.
Enter the enable code and press
to load the code.
If the "Enter enable code" and the other messages stop blinking, the enable code has been
successfully loaded (but not yet stored), so you can run the home routine. If the messages continue
displaying on the top line of the screen, you have not entered the enable code correctly. Take a
careful look at the enable code and re-enter it. If it still does not work, call TigerStop Customer
Service.
If you encounter a home routine failure right after you have entered your enable code, the enable code will
NOT have been stored, and it will have to be re-entered. TigerStop is not actually enabled until it has
successfully run the home routine and stored the enable code.
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The Basic Heavy Duty 2
The basic Heavy Duty 2 (HD2) consists of 5 major components:

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

1. The HD2 carriage (Fig. 1) containing the motor and gear box. The carriage moves along the fence
beam by rack and pinion drive.
2. The HD2 amplifier enclosure (a TigerStop motor box, no motor inside) with its mounting bracket
(Fig. 2). This should be mounted to a support structure (e.g., feed table) at the far end of HD2.
3. The HD2 pusher arm (Fig. 3), mounted to the carriage.
4. The controller keypad and stand (Fig. 4).
5. The HD2 fence beam (Fig. 5) containing the cable chain (Fig. 7). The beam is built up from
several joined pieces (Fig. 8) and is faced with ¼" steel plates on the working side. The rack (Fig.
9) is mounted to the back side, along with the beam limit stops (one at each end, Figs. 10-11).
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The Basic Heavy Duty 2
Serial Number Location
The serial number is stamped
into the metal of the fence
beam between the access
portals at the far end (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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HD2 Specifications
Basic Operation
TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 is, in almost every respect, exactly what it claims to be—a TigerStop with heavy
duty capabilities, being able to develop 700 pounds of force or travel at up to 60" per second.
The HD2 pusher arm is bolted to the carriage, providing a 4" x 12" surface to push material to the tool.
Everything related to control and movement, cut list creation and downloading, and even set up
procedure, is the same as the normal TigerStop. Follow the instructions found in the TigerStop Manual.
Anything specific to TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 will be found in the HD2 sections in the TigerStop Manual.

HD2 Velocity and Load Capacity
TigerStop HD2 uses rack and pinion drive and is produced with one of three possible gear boxes in the
following ratios:
 15:1 — maximum velocity 23 ips — maximum load at 20 ips 3000# — approx. scale 9.548
 10:1 — maximum velocity 34 ips — maximum load at 20 ips 2500# — approx. scale 6.367
 5:1 — maximum velocity 64 ips — maximum load at 20 ips 1500# — approx. scale 3.183
Maximum velocities and maximum loads shown above were determined by TigerStop in extended testing
of the equipment. It is recommended that the user do not exceed these limits.
 Reducing the velocity increases the maximum load; increasing velocity lowers it.
 Adjust the acceleration and deceleration according to your material requirements.
The Motion Menu in the TigerStop Manual has information about adjusting HD2 parameters.
Left Hand Heavy Duty 2
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HD2 Specifications

HD2 Left Parts List — Next Page
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Heavy Duty 2 Installation
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Installing Heavy Duty 2
PLEASE READ THIS page before beginning your installation!
HD2 must be ordered as right hand or left hand. Verify which model you have before you start
the installation, because it affects how you set up tables and other parts. It's important to order
HD2 correctly—no switching sides after the machine is built!
HD2 machines up to 27' (8.235m) length are shipped fully
assembled (Fig. 1). However, the components listed below
require some assembly by the user:
The controller (Fig. 2) with its mounting bracket (control stand,
Fig. 3) and control cable (Fig. 4).
The amplifier box (a TigerStop motor box, no motor inside) with
its mounting bracket (Fig. 5), attached by cables to the far end of
the beam (Fig. 6), unsupported, and the power cable (Fig. 7).
Support the amp box when lifting the HD2 out of the
crate, to prevent damage.
The red pusher arm (Fig. 8) and its attachment bolts.
Quick Reference cards (Fig. 9), Installation booklet, and HD2
Fig. 1
Manual binder.
Other items, not part of the basic HD2, are also packed in the HD2 crate, such as:
Support brackets, saw attachment plate, back fences, material gripper, interlock kit.
Feed tables, including the leg stands, are shipped on their own skids, not in the HD2 crate!
TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 needs its own 110v 15a grounded power circuit! Each new HD2 is
supplied with an internal line filter.
All four faces of the fence beam have fulllength T-slots used to:
 Assemble the sections of the beam,
 Attach the ¼" steel face plates, and
 Mount HD2 to supporting structures,
such as feed tables.

TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 must be installed in
accordance with all local, state, and federal
regulations, as well as common sense safety
requirements. Use only trained professionals
when installing HD2 with existing equipment
to ensure a safe and proper work station that
will in no way endanger the operator or any
other personnel. Do not operate HD2 without
proper training, both in HD2 operation, and
in the operation of adjoining equipment.

HD2 Section View (Fig. 10)
Feed table installation may require drilling
and tapping holes in a free-standing saw or
other equipment.

CAUTION! NEVER drill holes into the HD2 fence beam for any reason!
To install HD2, first assemble and install the feed tables, then mount HD2 on them. Keep in mind
that…
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Heavy Duty 2 Installation




HD2 Right hand is installed on the right side of the tool; HD2 Left hand is installed on the left
side of the tool.
HD2 overall length is 36" (91.5cm) longer than its travel length, e.g., HD2R-012 is 15' (4.575m)
long.
HD2 may be installed with its far end extending beyond the end of the feed table, as long as this
does not create a safety hazard.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9
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Installing HD2

Fig. 10

Refer to TigerStop Feed Tables Installation booklet for table assembly instructions.
Then, continue at Mounting HD2 to Feed Tables
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Mounting HD2 to Feed Tables
Heavy Duty 2 is usually mounted to TigerStop feed tables. If you are not using TigerStop feed
tables, you may still find these instructions helpful.

Mount directly to the table top
TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 can be mounted directly to the top of TigerStop feed tables. This is the method
described in the following procedures. Standard TigerStop feed tables are 14 7/16" (36.7cm) wide. Extra
wide TigerStop feed tables are 28" (71cm) wide. The HD2 pusher arm is 12" (30.5cm) wide. On standard
feed tables, the pusher foot will extend 2 ¾" (7cm) past the table edge. For additional specifications, see
Feed Table Facts. An alternative method is to use 3x3 brackets to mount HD2 offset as far back as
possible to widen usable table surface.
Mount HD2 Using 3x3 Brackets

HD2 Installation Tools
Tools needed to install Heavy Duty 2 are (Fig. 1):
 Combination square
 Dead blow mallet
 Tape measure
 9/16" combo wrenches
 1/2" combo wrench
 1/4" hex wrench
 3/16" hex wrench
 5/32" hex wrench
Fig. 1

How to mount HD2 to TigerStop feed tables
1. Assemble the feed tables and position them. See Assembling a
Feed Table for complete instructions.
2. Lay down short 2x4's along the length of the table on which
HD2 will be mounted, closer to the front edge of the table (Fig.
2).
3. Lower the HD2 on top of the 2x4's with the front of the
machine facing the front edge of the table.
4. Tilt HD2 forward on the 2x4's so the steel face plate rests on
them. The tool end of HD2 should be flush with the end of the
table closest to the tool.
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Fig. 2

Mounting HD2 to Feed Tables
5. Remove the end plate from the far end of HD2 (Fig. 3).
6. Remove the binding plates from the T-slots holding the
fence beam pieces together, so there will be no obstacle
to inserting the T-bolts and positioning them (Figs. 4,
5, 6). Don't forget to re-insert and tighten down the
binding plates after inserting the T-bolts (Fig. 7).
7. Insert T-bolts into the T-slots (Fig. 8) and align them
with the slotted holes in the table top. Use a combo
square to position them accurately (Fig. 9).
8. Replace the end plate.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

9. Remove the 2x4's under the HD2.
10. Slide the entire
length of the HD2
toward the slotted holes
in the table, pivoting the
machine so the carriage
cover clears the table
top (Fig. 10).
11. When the machine
is ~1 3/8" (35mm) from
the first slot, make sure
all the T-bolts are on
center, and carefully
lower HD2, so it rests
on the table top, and all
the bolts pass through

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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Heavy Duty 2 Installation
the slotted holes.
12. Place washers
and nuts on the Tbolts from
underneath the
table, and handtighten (Fig. 12)
13. With a straight
edge, make sure
that HD2 is in line
with your tool's
fence and square to
the blade, if it is a
saw. Finish
tightening down all
T-bolts.
14. Bolt the HD2
amplifier box
down to the front
of the table in a
convenient place
(Fig. 13).

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Installing HD2 Pusher Arm
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Mount HD2 Using 3x3 Brackets
Heavy Duty 2 is usually mounted to TigerStop feed tables. If you are not using TigerStop feed
tables, you will still find these instructions helpful.

Mount to the table top using brackets
TigerStop 3x3 Brackets can be used to support the HD2 fence beam at the back edge of the tables (Fig. 2),
to maximize usable table width. The section view (Fig. 3) shows approximately how this looks. The
following instructions describe this method. This is the method described in the following procedures.
Standard TigerStop feed tables are 14 7/16" (36.7cm) wide. Extra wide TigerStop feed tables are 28"
(71cm) wide. The HD2 pusher arm is 12" (30.5cm) wide. Using the offset method, the pusher arm will not
extend past the front edge of the standard feed table. For additional specifications, see Feed Table Facts.
An alternative method is to mount HD2 directly to the table top, using the slotted holes provided.
Mounting HD2 to Feed Tables

HD2 Installation Tools
Tools needed to install Heavy Duty 2 are (Fig. 1):
 Combination square
 Dead blow mallet
 Tape measure
 9/16" combo wrenches
 1/2" combo wrench
 1/4" hex wrench
 3/16" hex wrench
 5/32" hex wrench
Fig. 1

How to mount HD2 using 3x3 brackets

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Heavy Duty 2 Installation
To mount HD2 on TigerStop tables, using 3x3
brackets, the machine is bolted down to the back row
of slotted holes in the table top, and the middle hole
of the bracket. These two slots match the 3" spacing
between the two T-slots in the HD2 fence beam (Fig.
4).
1. Assemble the feed tables and position them.
2. Bolt the tables to the floor. The protruding
tabs on the leg bases should all be facing the
rear, because HD2 will be mounted to the
back edge of the feed tables. See Assembling
a Feed Table for complete instructions.

Fig. 4

3. Lay down short 2x4's along the length of the table on which
HD2 will be mounted, closer to the front edge of the table (Fig.
5).
4. Lower the HD2 on top of the 2x4's with the front of the
machine facing the front edge of the table.
5. Tilt HD2 forward on the 2x4's so the steel face plate rests on
them.
6. The tool end of HD2 should be flush with the end of the table
closest to the tool.

Fig. 5

7. Bolt BR3x3 brackets to the rear table flange at both ends of the table (Fig. 6) and to one or more
middle positions (Fig. 7), using the 3 holes provided for bolting leg stands. Be sure to bolt the
bracket to the table flange through the side with the closely spaced slots, rather than the wide.
8. Level the brackets using a combination square (Fig. 8)and a dead blow mallet if necessary (Fig. 9).
Then, tighten the bolts securely.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

9. Remove the end plate from the far end of HD2 (Fig.
10).
10. Remove the binding plates from the T-slots holding the
fence beam pieces together, so there will be no obstacle
to inserting the T-bolts and positioning them (Figs. 11,
12, 13). Don't forget to re-insert and tighten down the
binding plates after inserting the T-bolts (Fig. 14).
11. Insert T-bolts into the T-slots (Fig. 15) and align them
with the slotted holes in the table top and brackets. Use
a combo square to position them accurately (Fig. 16).
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Mount HD2 Using 3x3 Brackets
12. Replace the end plate.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

Fig. 16

13. Remove the 2x4's under the HD2.
14. Slide the entire length of the HD2 toward the slotted
holes in the table, pivoting the machine so the
carriage cover clears the table top (Fig. 17).
15. When the machine is ~1 3/8" (35mm) from the back
slot, make sure all the T-bolts are on center, and
carefully lower HD2, so it rests on the table top, and
all the bolts pass through the slotted holes in the
table and the brackets.
16. Place washers and nuts on the T-bolts passing
through the brackets and underneath the table, and
hand-tighten.

Fig. 17

17. With a straight edge, make sure that HD2 is in line
with your tool's fence and square to the blade, if it is
a saw. Finish tightening down all T-bolts.
18. Bolt the HD2 amplifier box down to the front of the
table in a convenient place (Fig. 18).

Installing HD2 Pusher Arm

Fig. 18
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Installing HD2 Pusher Arm
The pusher arm (Fig. 1) must be attached to the HD2 carriage at installation.
Remove carriage cover (Figs. 2, 3, 4).
The pusher arm is secured to the carriage by six bolts and lock
washers.
Remove the bolts and washers from the pusher arm (Fig. 5)..
Position the pusher arm under the carriage and bolt it in place
(Figs. 6, 7).
Replace the carriage cover (Fig.8).
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

The pusher arm is the standard HD2 carriage attachment.
 Overall length is 40¼" (102cm).
 The dimensions of the pusher surface are 4" high X 12"
wide (102mm X 305mm).
Fig.9
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The TigerStop Controller
The TigerStop controller is the ordinary means of operating TigerStop and
using its many functions.



TigerStop versions 3.5 and higher utilize a new type of controller, called SMT to distinguish it
from the original design. Version and level display on screen when TigerStop is powered on.
The controller case itself is made of aluminum and has gaskets at all seams and at the LCD screen
to prevent the entry of metal dust or other contaminants.




There is a yellow pilot light

on the controller to indicate that TigerStop is powered

Primary Function Keys
Program List is used to program cut lists, hot keys, and to access menus.
Increm(ent) is used in the operation of the Increment function.
Space Calib(rate) is used to enter lengths in feet, inches, and a fraction, to enter
numbers with a fraction, to enter negative lengths. It is also used to calibrate
TigerStop, to select inches or metric dimensions, and to set saw kerf.
Clear is used to clear or erase data entry one digit at a time.
STOP is used to stop any TigerStop operation, to return to the Ready screen, and to
exit the Increment function.
START is used…
 To start movement. After entering a length, a hot key, or an increment, START
moves the stop to the length entered.
 To accept a length or quantity when entering a cut list.
 To select a hot key length.

Numeric Calculator Keys

The number keys are used to enter values just like those on any calculator.
…are also used to select inches or metric dimensions.

Math Function Keys
MINUS is used to subtract values, to enter negative values, and to view the previous line
of data in a cut list.
17
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Heavy Duty 2 Installation
PLUS is used to add values, and to view the next line of data in a cut list.
STAR is used to multiply values.
SLASH is used to divide values, and to enter fractions.

Inches or Metric

What is the screen display telling me?
TigerStop is in Metric mode when M m blinks in the lower right corner.
TigerStop is in Inch mode when I N blinks in the lower right corner.

To select metric mode…
Press

. The Ready screen will change to

.

In TigerStop Manual documentation, all values are in Inches. Values and examples
in Metric are flagged by the Metric arrow and purple text and background.

To select inches mode…
Press

. The Ready screen will change to

Controller Ports
On the top edge of the
controller there are three ports. The wide port
is for the controller cable. The middle port is
for the cable running from your computer to
TigerStop. The port closest to the left side of
the controller is for the printer cable.




Level 1 TigerStops will use only the controller
cable port.
Level 2, 3, and 4 TigerStops will use the
controller cable and the computer cable ports.
Level 4 TigerStops will use all three ports.
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Controller Cable Facts
1. The SMT controller cable is 6 feet (1.83m) long for TigerStops and 20 feet (6.1m) long for
TigerRip Fences.
2. There is only one way to plug in the controller cable: the "male" end plugs into the controller, the
"female" end plugs into the port on the side of the motor box.
3. Optional controller cables are available in 20 foot (6.1m) and 30 foot (9.15m) lengths.
4. The controller cable is shipped in the TigerStop accessories box in a pink anti-static bag (Fig. 1)
with a warning tag (Fig. 2) that gives instructions on use.

Important!
NEVER bend the
controller cable
sharply as shown in
Fig. 2. It can damage
the cable and cause
the controller not to
communicate with
TigerStop.
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

CRITICALLY important!
The TigerStop controller cable is a proprietary cable. You CANNOT replace it with a look-alike cable
obtained from a local electronics store. If you try to replace a TigerStop controller cable with any other
type, you risk serious damage to your machine!
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HD2 Control Stand
Description and Use
The Heavy Duty 2 uses a TigerStop control stand to
mount the controller in a location where it can be
easily used (Fig. 3).
There are two types of control stand, each with a
different base,
When ordered as an SMTCS, the control stand
comes with a straight base (Fig. 2).
When ordered as an SMTCSR, it comes with a 90° elbow bend in the base (Fig. 1). The elbow base type
is most often used to mount a TigerRip Fence controller to the vertical side wall of a table saw.

Fig. 3
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BR3X3

Brackets
Description and Use
TigerStop Brackets are available for mounting a
TigerStop to an existing table or other support
structure. They are NOT needed with TigerStop feed
tables which are designed for direct table-top
mounting.
TigerStop Brackets have slotted holes, close on one
side, far on the other (Fig. 1), for adjustability. Every
bracket comes with a hardware pack (Fig. 2) with
enough fasteners for one bracket.

Fig. 1

How many to use
Use 2 brackets to mount a machine up to Tiger04 (6' gross length), and
one additional bracket for each 2’ of machine length.
Each BR3x3 bracket is wrapped with one hardware pack taped to the
inside corner (Fig. 3). The hardware pack has enough fasteners for one
bracket. The hardware pack contains:







(2) F0110 3/8"-16 x 1" hex bolts
(2) F0415 3/8" UNC hex nuts
(2) F1500 5/16"-18 x 5/8" bolts
(2) F1670 5/16" washers
(2) F1677 3/8" washers
(2) F0405 5/16"-18 x .620 t-nuts

Fig. 2

Depending on the thickness of the support structure, longer bolts of the
same type as those in the nut pack may be necessary.

Installing TigerStop with Brackets
TigerStop has T-slots on all four faces of the fence beam. The T-nuts slip
into routed openings at the end of the fence beam and are used to anchor
it to the table with the bolts provided. When using BR3X3's to mount a
TigerStop to an existing table, the brackets are first attached to the back
edge of the table, and TigerStop is mounted to the brackets.

Fig. 3

NEVER remove the end cap to slide in the T-nuts!
The way to slide the T-nuts into the T-slots when attaching the brackets
is to insert them at the routed openings (Fig. 4). To slide T-nuts into the
T-slots you have to remove the orange plastic trims from the slots. The
trims can be pushed into the T-slots on one of the other faces of the
fence beam.
Fig. 4
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GRIP

HD2 Material Gripper
Description and Use
The Material Gripper (Fig. 1) grips
materials being processed with
TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 with up to 250
pounds of clamping force. Gripper
control operates manually using a usermounted "joystick" (Fig. 2).
The Gripper is attached to the HD2
carriage (Fig. 3) at the factory. No need
to install it yourself!
An optional mount allows the jaws to be
rotated 90° for a better grip (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Gripper Mounting
The Material Gripper with its mounting plate (Fig. 3, #8) is attached to the HD2 carriage by means of six
(6) bolts (Fig. 3, #5).
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HD2 Maintenance Schedule
Initial Setup


Note the following parameter values for future reference:
Serial Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Drive Test Results

Min Limit

P+

Max Limit

P-

Scale

D+

Kerf

D-

Lash

Daily


Calibrate machine.

Weekly









Visually inspect the rack for lubrication. Entire rack should be lubricated with standard gear
lubrication, such as Dri-Slide Open gear grease or any open gear rated grease.
Visually inspect way wipers, clean large parts from felt.
Visually inspect cable chain for objects that could damage cable.
Visually inspect cable entry and exit for wires chafing on metal parts.
Visually inspect cable connections at carriage.
Visually inspect carriage for lash adjustment.
Visually inspect carriage for bearing adjustment.
Run a min-max and re-calibrate. Min limit and Max limit should not change by more than .0005”
per foot of travel plus lash in pusher head.

Monthly





Check Rack and Pinion Gap, should be approximately .010” - .020” between gear and rack, 2-3
layers of standard paper.
Check way wipers, should be well loaded with oil. (460 Viscosity)
Visually inspect round rails at inspection area for damage or wear.
Check Drive Test for machine drive, should be within 15% of initial values.

Yearly




Pull cable chain out of machine and inspect cables for damage.
Visually inspect rails for wear. Lack of lubrication or contamination will increase wear on rails
dramatically.
Visually inspect rail joints. Rail joints should be tight together.
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TigerStop

LLC

Warranty Certificate

TigerStop System Products, TigerStop, TigerFence, TigerCrossCut, TigerRip Fence, Heavy Duty (HD2), TigerTurbo, TigerSaw, Accessory
Products and Spare Parts

LIMITED WARRANTY COVERAGE
All new TigerStop LLC machines warranted exclusively by the TigerStop LLC ("Manufacturer") limited warranty as follows: Each TigerStop LLC machine ("Machine") and its components
("Components") is warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a period of twelve (12) months from the date that a machine is enabled by the purchaser or the end user. In the event that
a machine is not put into use, enabled within thirty six (36) months from shipment date the warranty shall lapse. If the machine is enabled before thirty six months (36) and after thirty (30) months, the
warranty shall be in effect until thirty six (36) months from shipment date. Motors carry a warranty of twelve (12) months. Consumables, such as wear on painted surfaces, are not covered. One year
shall constitute a period of 365 days or the equivalent of 2080 hours of production use. The warranty shall be deemed to have elapsed if either the machine is 365 days from enablement or it has been
used for greater than 2080 hours, extended warranties notwithstanding. One (1) year extended warranties shall be subject to the same terms of duration as original Warranty. The foregoing is a limited
warranty and it is the only warranty by manufacturer. Manufacturer disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose.

REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT ONLY: MANUFACTURER'S LIABILITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIRING OR REPLACING, AT THE
DISCRETION OF MANUFACTURER, PARTS, OR COMPONENTS.
An additional one-year warranty extension may be purchased from your authorized TigerStop LLC distributor.

LIMITS and EXCLUSIONS of WARRANTY
Except as provided above, buyer agrees that all warranties express or implied, as to any matter whatsoever, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose are excluded. Components subject to wear during normal use and over time such as paint, window finish and condition, light bulbs, seals, chip removal system etc., are excluded from this
warranty. Factory-specified maintenance procedures must be adhered to and recorded in order to maintain this warranty. This warranty is void if the machine is subjected to mishandling, misuse,
neglect, accident, improper installation, poor or improper power conditions, improper maintenance, or improper operation or application, or if the machine was improperly repaired or serviced by the
customer or by an unauthorized service technician.
Without limiting the generality of any of the exclusions or limitations described in other paragraphs, manufacturer's warranty does not include any warranty that the machine or components will meet buyer's production
specifications or other requirements, or that operation of the machine and components will be uninterrupted or error-free. Manufacturer assumes no responsibility with respect to the use of the Machine and Components by
Buyer, and manufacturer shall not incur any liability or Seller to Buyer for any failure in design, production, operation, performance or otherwise of the Machine or Components other than repair or replacement of same as set
forth in the Limited Warranty above. Manufacturer is not responsible for any damage to parts, machines, business premises or other property of Buyer, or for any other incidental or consequential damages that may be caused
by a malfunction of the Machine or Components.

Peripherals including, but not limited to, computers, printers, communication devices, touch screens and related products sold by TigerStop LLC are
warranted within the limitations of the original equipment manufacturer’s warranty. TigerStop LLC does not and cannot accept any responsibility or liability
for the condition, duration, or extent of such warranties. All customer questions and inquiries about warranties or repair should be directed to the original
equipment manufacturer.

ADDITIONAL WARRANTY (SYSTEM PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY)
System Products carry a twelve (12) months labor and parts warranty, FOB Vancouver, WA. In the event that a service technician is required to make repairs at customer’s place of business, then
buyer agrees to prepay all travel costs and to provide prepaid ticket and rental car for a TigerStop LLC technician along with all other expenses incurred by technician. All other terms apply of the
warranty certificate. Purchaser agrees that any other technical service provided by a third party is not covered under this warranty.

SPARE PARTS WARRANTY EXCLUSION
Spare parts are warranted for a period of thirty (30) days from shipment date. All other terms of this warranty apply.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND DAMAGES: MANUFACTURER IS NOT LIABLE TO BUYER, SELLER OR ANY CUSTOMER OF BUYER FOR LOSS OF PROFITS,
LOST DATA, LOST PRODUCTS, LOSS OF REVENUE, LOSS OF USE, COST OF DOWNTIME, BUSINESS GOOD WILL, OR ANY OTHER INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGE, WHETHER IN AN ACTION IN CONTRACT OR TORT, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE MACHINE OR COMPONENTS,
OTHER PRODUCTS OR SERVICES PROVIDED BY MANUFACTURER OR SELLER, OR THE FAILURE OF PARTS OR PRODUCTS MADE BY USING THE
MACHINE OR COMPONENTS, EVEN IF MANUFACTURER OR SELLER HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. MANUFACTURER'S
LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES FOR ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER SHALL BE LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT, AT THE DISCRETION OF
MANUFACTURER, OF THE DEFECTIVE PARTS, COMPONENTS OR MACHINE.
Buyer has accepted this restriction on its right to recover incidental or consequential damages as part of its bargain with Seller. Buyer realizes and acknowledges that the price of the equipment would
be higher if Seller or Manufacturer were required to be responsible for incidental or consequential damages, or punitive damages.
This Warranty Certificate supersedes any and all other agreements, either oral or in this writing, between the parties hereto with respect to the warranties, limitations of liability and/or damages
regarding the Machine or Components, and contains all of the covenants and agreements between the parties with respect to such warranties, liability limitations and/or damages. Each party to this
Warranty Certificate acknowledges that no representations, inducements, promises, or agreements, orally or otherwise, have been made by any party, or anyone acting on behalf of any party, which
are not embodied herein regarding such warranties, liability limitations and/or damages, and that no other agreement, statement, or promise not contained in this Warranty Certificate shall be valid or
binding regarding such warranties, liability limitations and damages.
WARNING: TigerStop, TigerFence, TigerCrossCut, TigerRip Fence, Heavy Duty (HD2) and TigerTurbo are machine components intended for use in conjunction with other potentially dangerous machinery.
The use of these components does not make that machinery safe. TigerStop LLC’s products are not intended to substitute, in any manner, for safety requirements in general, or in conjunction with other
machinery. These components must be incorporated into machinery by persons qualified to design safety features to make the machine as safe as possible and to ensure that it meets federal, state and local law
with respect to safety and all other regulatory requirements. In addition, TigerStop, TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 (HD2) and TigerTurbo are machine components that should only be operated by qualified persons
trained in safe operating procedures. Illustrations of TigerStop, TigerStop Heavy Duty 2 (HD2) and TigerTurbo components in use do not show, and are not intended to show, safety features necessary to make
the machinery safe to operate.

TRANSFERABILITY
This warranty is not transferable from the original registered owner to any other party.

Limit of Liability
All rights reserved. The information contained in the TigerStop Manual has been validated and reviewed for accuracy. No patent liability is assumed with respect to the use of the information contained herein. While every
precaution has been taken in the preparation of this manual, the manufacturer assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions.

Copyright
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of
the manufacturer.

Trademark
TigerStop® is a registered trademark of TigerStop LLC.
These specifications are subject to change without notice. (Rev.4: 8/15/2008)
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Heavy Duty 2 Installation
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